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Abstract: It is believed that customer relationship management has become an Outstanding business strategy
in the new era. It can be said that this system is a broader concept of management interaction of businesses
with customers. Iran, as a developing country,is experiencing the movement towards economic reform and
market competition, looking at new solutions to maintain and  expand  its  domestic  and  foreign  customers.
To implement a successful CRM and improve operational interactions with customers,this survey needs to
provide a framework for identifying CRM implementation critical success factors and its process oriented
factors. The main goal of this survey is to compare and prioritize the critical success factors of customer
relationship management implementation based on statistical methods(non-parametric) and Multi Attribute
Decision Making mathematical model. Therefore after studying and surveying previous studies and review of
literature, this paper will prioritize the three-layered proposed model of this paper based on Friedman test and
MADM technique and finally compare the results of these two prioritization techniques. The results indicate
high accuracy of both methods in rank.

Key words: Critical success factor(CSF)  Customer relationship management implementtion process  Non-
parametric statistics  Multi Attribute Decision Making(MADM)  Analitical Hierarchy Process
(AHP)

INTRODUCTION improvement path of the organization’s success and

The shift of strength from seller to buyer that have cost.
resulted in this conclusion shows that cheaper, better or One of the main causes of failure in CRM projects in
different products are not enough and various products the organizations is the one dimensional
are not the main base of organizations competitive view(technological) on CRM that leads to less attention
advantage. All that one need to achieve ideal competitive on other fundemental factors. Considering all effective
advantage is effective communication with customers [1]. factors in this field is an important point for managers

Previous studies indicates higher cost for attracting willing to improve their customer based aspects of their
new customers due to advertising and marketing costs organization. So CRM assessment as a start-?continue or
than retaining current customers of the organization [2-4]. improvement point of CRM processes is the main key of
This means the necessity of customer differentiation the organization’s success[6].
instead of focusing on different products and customr This assessment is a general guidline showing the
share is prioritized instead of market share. On the other right maturity path of the current situation of the
hand, the results of some research indicates the organizations and the path they should follow in the
importance of retaining current custmers besides future. This model helps the organizations to analyse their
obligatory increase in customers lifecycle [5]. results and finally decide to invest in serious activities

Although there is extensive reseach in the field of IT based on previous practices. The importance of this issue
key success factors, the need for defining these factors is that organizations will have a clear understanding of
play a role in CRM maturity level and the organization’s any maturity level. This measurement model helps the
position in customer relationship management so that it organizations have a clear view of CRM potential options
can be used for determining the progress and and their exact priority.

finally achieve the highest level of maturity with a lower
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Fig. 1: Model Extraction Matrix in the field of study

Research Method: To achieve the objective of this paper All processes and technologies applied in
and data gathering purpose, this paper utilized national organizations to identify, select, acquire, develop,
and international level case studies and the best practices, maintain  and  provide   better   services to
library studies and field studies, besides some interviews customers.
with this area experts finally proposed a model. At first a
comprehensive investigation on current CRM models Many studies in the field of CRM literature review is
specially CRM critical success Factor models  were  done conducted. CRM includes methods, strategies, software
and then by summerizing all achieved studies, a and networking capabilities that helps the organizations
theoretical framework has been proposed. After in organizing and managing their communications with
proposing CRM CSF model, this survey will weight and customers.
rank the model elements based on two individual Luis and Bibiano defined CRM as a collection of all
mathematical and statistical methods and finally by existing data in the main core of business and believe the
comparing the result of those two ranking methods and main goal of this system is managing customers using
the priority of CRM implementation process critical reliable system procedures and process implementation
success factors will be determined. [7].

Literature Review approaches and research areas of CRM [8].
Customer Relationship Managementl: As customers On the other hand, Adam and Cook have reviewed
become the organization’s vital component and its main the CRM litereture and investigated the potential areas in
life pulse, the main goal of CRM has become retaining and the field of CRM [9].
attracting customers of organizations. The main idea of New definitions of CRM have focused on different
CRM is using human resources and technologies to mothods to gain more customers and attracting their
analyse the customers behaviour and their value for the satisfaction. [10] For example Lin and Yen have defined
organization. So they can control their sales and CRM as a business strategy which enables firms for
marketing process automatically. creating solutions that will integrate all aspects of the

CRM systems encompass all customer related communication with customers [10]. 
procrdures including sale, Marketing and after-sale Nowadays the concept of CRM is used in
services using software tools. organizations that wish to enter into the competitive

In the other word, it can be said three fundemental market through understanding customer’s interests and
aspects must be considered in all customer relationship their overal data. 
management definitions: An active  and   integrated   interorganizational

Create, maintain and develop successful prerequisites of CRM. In other words, internal and
relationships with customers at all times external activities of a company have the same impact as
A strategy for identifying, satisfying, retaining and the technological advances in the success of an effective
increasing the value of the best customers CRM.

OLOF WAHLBERG hasinvestigated the issues,

system  can  be considered as one of the main
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When CRM is used as a set of tools in order to system by managers, measurement, management
provide more and better service to customer and higher involvement and CRM concepts training are some factors
profit to the company, it is an enabler of company’s presented in this study.
success. It can be deduced that CRM can have numerous In the other study Mendoza [21] proposed a model of
benefits and advantages for the organization [11-13]. CRM critical success factors. The proposed model has

It can be said that CRM implementation requires been considered as a guidline for diagnosing a CRM
some changes in business processes and introduction of startegy. Da silva and Rahimi [22] have proposed a model
new IT concepts. So drastic changes in business of ERP and project management implementation CSF and
processes are so important to achieve an effective CRM their application for successful implementation of CRM in
strategy [7, 14]. B2B business.

Although CRM replies to today’s needs of managers In a study, Penn [23] investigated the main success
for competition, reports stating CRM failures in many factors of CRM with the aim of increasing the rate of
cases made some companies doubtful for investing in this success in CRM projects an finally they proposed a
area. The high potential of CRM besides its uncertainty strategy for integrating 6sigma methodology with CRM
due to previous failures has raised the need to determine implementation in a case study.
effective factors on its implementation and application Investigating systematic and empirical CRM
[15]. implementation CSFs is another survey done by Eid. [24].

As CRM system is so different from other The positive effects of this technology has been served
information systems, if an organization can not face with in 159 banking system.
its risks and difficulties before its implementation, the Chalmta [25] has described a general methodology
failure and disruption of the project is inevitable. for CRM implementation and tried to integrate all

System users, applied processes, change’s pace, organizational aspects of this system. On the other hand,
policies and proprietors, mobility necessity, too much wilson [26] has investigated effective factors of CRM
trust in unproven methodologies, the need for duplication using a comparative analytical method.
and inadequate funds are the risks being considered in Finally, it should be stated that the possibility of
the field of CRM [16]. performing a successful CRM strategy in an organization

CRM Critical Success Factors: So many articles have this concept is familiar to all members of the organization,
been published about critical success factors(CSF) in the will execute it properly and the concept of service will be
field of CRM. In a study Arab investigated other understood comprehensively and it will fix incoming bugs
researchers CRM Critical Success Factors and categorized in a timely manner and precisely. 
it into human resources, process and technology [17]. It can be said customer-oriented staff,customer-

Almotairi also have proposed a  special  classification oriented managers, organizational process reengineering
of success factor elements based on an analyse on main based on customer willings [27] and selection of the best
components of CRM [18]. Senior management technology [28] are the main principles of critical success
commitment, define CRM strategy and interact with it, factors in an organization.
organizational integration, skilled employees, key
information about customers, IT infrastructure ****
management, employees involvement and the definition
of CRM process are some of factors in his survey. Fuzzy AHP: The analytic hierarchy process (AHP)

King and Burger [19] have proposed a conceptual pioneered in 1971 by Saaty [29] is a widespread decision-
model for innovation in CRM and then converted it into making analysis tool for modeling unstructured problems
a dynamic simulation model and at last this survey in areas such as political, economic, social and
investigate the impact of changes in benfits and management sciences. Based on the pair-by-pair
organizational support as well as the causes and some comparison values for a set of objects, AHP is applied to
recommandations to the directors to confront with elicit a corresponding priority vector that represents
innovation failures on the other hand, Pen [20] has preferences. Since pairwise comparison values are the
presented eleven critical success factor for CRM based on judgments obtained using a suitable semantic scale, it is
6sigma method. Time and expense management, employee unrealistic to expect that the decision-maker(s) have either
involvement, lack of cultural Interference, using the CRM complete information or a full understanding of all aspects

covering all mentioned benefits can be investigated when
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of the problem [30, 31]. Many researchers [32-35]. have analytical hierarchy process based on linguistic variable
also noted that fuzziness and vagueness are weight. Zhu, Jing and Chang [47] make a discussion on
characteristics of many decision-making problems. It has extent analysis method and applications of fuzzy AHP.
been inferred that good decision-making models and Chan, Chan and Tang [48] present a technology selection
decision-makers must tolerate vagueness or ambiguity algorithm to quantify both tangible and intangible
and be able to function in such situations. benefits in fuzzy environment. They describe an

The earliest work in fuzzy AHP appeared in [36], application of the theory of fuzzy sets to hierarchical
which compared fuzzy ratios described by triangular structural analysis and economic evaluations. By
membership functions. Buckley [37] determines fuzzy aggregating the hierarchy, the preferential weight of each
priorities of comparison ratios whose membership alternative technology is found, which is called fuzzy
functions are trapezoidal. Liang and Wang [38] suggested appropriate index. The fuzzy appropriate indices of
a model in order to select personnel by means of FMCDM different technologies are then ranked and preferential
algorithm. Stam, Minghe and Haines [39] explore how ranking orders of technologies are found. From the
recently developed artificial intelligence techniques can economic evaluation perspective, a fuzzy cash flow
be used to determine or approximate the preference analysis is employed. Chan, Jiang and Tang [49] report an
ratings in AHP. They conclude that the feed-forward integrated approach for the automatic design of FMS,
neural network formulation appears to be a powerful tool which uses simulation and multi-criteria decision-making
for analyzing discrete alternative multicriteria decision techniques. The design process consists of the
problems with imprecise or fuzzy ratio scale preference construction and testing of alternative designs using
judgments. Chang [40] introduces a new approach for simulation methods. The selection of the most suitable
handling fuzzy AHP, with the use of triangular fuzzy design (based on AHP) is employed to analyze the output
numbers for pairwise comparison scale of fuzzy AHP and from the FMS simulation models. Intelligent tools (such as
the use of the extent analysis method for the synthetic expert systems, fuzzy systems and neural networks) are
extent values of the pairwise comparisons. developed for supporting the FMS design process.

Ching-Hsue [41] proposes a new algorithm for Active X technique is used for the actual integration of
evaluating naval tactical missile systems by the fuzzy the FMS automatic design process and the intelligent
analytical hierarchy process based on grade value of decision support process. Leung and Cao [50] propose a
membership function. Weck, Klocke, Schell and fuzzy consistency definition with consideration of a
Rüenauver [42] presents a method to evaluate different tolerance deviation. Essentially, the fuzzy ratios of relative
production cycle alternatives adding the mathematics of importance, allowing certain tolerance deviation, are
fuzzy logic to the classical AHP. Any production cycle formulated as constraints on the membership values of
evaluated in this manner yields a fuzzy set. The outcome the local priorities. The fuzzy local and global weights are
of the analysis can finally be defuzzified by forming the determined via the extension principle. The alternatives
surface centre of gravity of any fuzzy set and the are ranked on the basis of the global weights by
alternative production cycles investigated can be ranked application of maximum–minimum set ranking method.
in order in terms of the main objective set. Kahraman, Kuo and Chen [51] develop a decision support system for
Ulukan and Tolga [43] use a fuzzy objective and locating a new convenience store. The first component of
subjective method obtaining the weights from AHP and the proposed system is the hierarchical structure
make a fuzzy weighted evaluation. Deng [44] presents a development for fuzzy analytic process. A good decision-
fuzzy approach for tackling qualitative multicriteria making model needs to tolerate vagueness or ambiguity
analysis problems in a simple and straightforward manner. because fuzziness and vagueness are common
Lee, Pham and Zhang [45] review the basic ideas behind characteristics in many decision-making problems. Since
the AHP. Based on these ideas, they introduce the decision-makers often provide uncertain answers rather
concept of comparison interval and propose a than precise values, the transformation of qualitative
methodology based on stochastic optimization to achieve preferences to point estimates may not be sensible.
global consistency and to accommodate the fuzzy nature Conventional AHP that requires the selection of arbitrary
of the comparison process. Cheng, Yang and Hwang [46] values in pairwise comparison may not be sufficient and
propose a new method for evaluating weapon systems by uncertainty should be considered in some or all pairwise
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comparison values [52]. Kahraman, Ruan and Do an [53] exists. Also Chang, Wu and Cheng [64] used FAHP to
present four different fuzzy multi-attribute group decision- select unstable slicing machine to control wafer slicing
making approaches including fuzzy AHP on a facility quality.
location selection problem. Bozda , Kahraman and Ruan Gumus [65] empolyed FAHP method as an input for
[54] implements fuzzy AHP to select best computer TOPSIS to evaluate hazardous waste transportation firms
integrated manufacturing system by taking into account in 2009. Güngör, Serhadl o lu and Kesen [66], showed
both intangible and tangible factors. Ong, Sun and Nee that FAHP method is a systematic approach to the
[55] introduces an AHP method to assign weights to alternative selection and justification problem, exactly like
features to reflect their functional importance of a design Bozbura et al. The decision maker can specify preferences
for manufacturability system. Sheu [56] presents a hybrid in the form of natural language or numerical value about
fuzzy-based method that integrates fuzzy-AHP and fuzzy- the importance of each performance attribute. The system
MADM approaches for identifying global logistics combines these preferences using FAHP with existing
strategies and applies its model to integrated circuit data. In the FAHP method, the pair-wise comparisons in
manufacturers in Taiwan. Kahraman, Cebeci and Ruan [57] the judgment matrix are fuzzy numbers and use fuzzy
implement the fuzzy AHP to compare catering firms via arithmetic and fuzzy aggregation operators, the procedure
customer satisfaction. There are also  much  more calculates a sequence of weight vectors that will be used
systematic fuzzy-AHP methods proposed by various to choose main attribute. In some situations, the decision
authors such as Mikhailov [58]. These methods are maker can specify preferences in the form of AHP
systematic approaches to the alternative selection and numerical pair-wise comparison introduced by Saaty in
justification problem by using the concepts of fuzzy set the form of nine point of scale of importance between two
theory and hierarchical structure analysis. Decision- elements. Triangular fuzzy numbers were introduced into
makers usually find that it is more confident to give the conventional AHP in order to enhance the degree of
interval judgments than fixed value judgments. This is judgment of decision maker. The central value of a fuzzy
because usually he/she is unable to explicit about his/her number is the corresponding real crisp value. Finally,
preferences due to the fuzzy nature of the comparison Ertugrul and Karakasoglu [67] utilized both FAHP and
process. Cheng, Chen and Yu [59] implement the fuzzy TOPSIS methods for performance evaluation of Turkish
AHP method to help telecom carriers evaluate and plan cement firms. Zare Naghadehi, Mikaeil and Ataei [68]
their future broadband Metropolitan Area Network access examined the application of FAHP in order to select the
strategy. Kulak and Kahraman [60] compares the fuzzy optimum underground mining method in IRAN. And
AHP method and the fuzzy multi-attribute axiomatic finally in the year 2011 Manekar, Nandy, Sargaonkara,
design approach. Rathia and Karthik [69] addressed performance

There are many fuzzy AHP methods proposed by assessment of eight conventional and advanced
various authors. These methods are systematic pretreatment modules implemented for wastewater
approaches  to   the  alternative  selection  and management in a textile cluster in South India. The ranking
justification  problem  by  using  the   concepts  of fuzzy and interdependence of the pretreatment modules were
set  theory  and  hierarchical   structure  analysis. analyzed through fuzzy analytical hierarchy process
Decision-makers  usually  find  that  it  is  more confident (FAHP) with MATLAB software.
to give interval judgments than fixed value judgments. In this study, the research team preferred Chang [40]
This is because usually he/she is unable to explicit about extent analysis method due to the fact that steps of this
his/her preferences due to the fuzzy nature of the approach are easier than the other fuzzy-AHP approaches.
comparison process [61]. Chan and Kumar [62] proposed Table 1 gives the comparison of the fuzzy AHP
a model for providing a framework for an organization to methods in the literature, which have important
select the global supplier by considering risk factors. differences in their theoretical structures. The comparison
They used fuzzy extended analytic hierarchy process in includes the advantages and disadvantages of each
the selection of global supplier. Lee, Chen, & Chang [63], method. In this paper, the authors prefer Chang’s extent
implied that the fuzzy-AHP should be more appropriate analysis method [40, 70] since the steps of this approach
and effective than conventional AHP in real practice are relatively easier than the other fuzzy AHP approaches
where an uncertain pairwise comparison environment and similar to the conventional AHP.
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Table 1: The comparison of different fuzzy AHP methods [57]
Sources The main characteristics of the method Advantages (A) and disadvantages (D)
van Laarhoven and Direct extension of Saaty’s AHP method (A) The opinions of multiple decision-makers can be modeled in
Pedrycz (1983) with triangular fuzzy numbers the reciprocal matrix

Lootsma’s logarithmic least square method is used (D) There is not always a solution to the linear equations
to derive fuzzy weights and fuzzy performance scores (D) The computational requirement is tremendous, even for a

small problem
(D) It allows only triangular fuzzy numbers to be used

Buckley (1985) Extension of Saaty’s AHP method with trapezoidal (A) It is easy to extend to the fuzzy case
fuzzy numbers (A) It guarantees a unique solution to the reciprocal comparison matrix
Uses the geometric mean method to derive fuzzy (D) The computational requirement is tremendous
weights and performance scores

Boender, de Grann and Modifies van Laarhoven and Pedrycz’s method (A) The opinions of multiple decision-makers can be modeled
Lootsma (1989) Presents a more robust approach to the (D) The computational requirement is tremendous

normalization of the local priorities
Chang (1996) Synthetical degree values (A) The computational requirement is relatively low

Layer simple sequencing (A) It follows the steps of crisp AHP. It does not involve
Composite total sequencing additional operations

(D) It allows only triangular fuzzy numbers to be used
Cheng (1996) Builds fuzzy standards (A) The computational requirement is not tremendous

Represents performance scores by membership (D) Entropy is used when probability distribution is known
functions (D) The method is based on both probability and possibility
Uses entropy concepts to calculate aggregate measures
weights

Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Numbers
Fuzzy Sets: In order to deal with vagueness of human thought, Zadeh [71] first introduced the fuzzy set theory. A fuzzy
set is an extension of a crisp set. Crisp sets only allow full membership or no membership at all, whereas fuzzy sets allow
partial membership. In other words, an element may partially belong to a fuzzy set.

The classical set theory is built on the fundamental concept of set of which is either a member or not a member. A
sharp, crisp and unambiguous distinction exists between a member and non-member for any well-defined set of entities
in this theory and there is a very precise and clear boundary to indicate if an entity belongs to the set. But many
realworld applications cannot be described and handled by classical set theory [72]. Zadeh [71] proposed to use values
ranging from 0 to 1 for showing the membership of the objects in a fuzzy set. Complete nonmembership is represented
by 0 and complete membership as 1. Values between 0 and 1 represent intermediate degrees of membership [73]. 

‘‘Not very clear’’, ‘‘probably so’’, ‘‘very likely’’, these terms of expression can be heard very often in daily life and
their commonality is that they are more or less tainted with uncertainty. With different daily decision making problems
of diverse intensity, the results can be misleading if the fuzziness of human decision making is not taken into account
[74]. Fuzzy sets theory providing a more widely frame than classic sets theory, has been contributing to capability of
reflecting real world [75]. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic are powerful mathematical tools for modeling: uncertain systems in
industry, nature and humanity; and facilitators for common-sense reasoning in decision making in the absence of
complete and precise information. Their role is significant when applied to complex phenomena not easily described by
traditional mathematical methods, especially when the goal is to find a good approximate solution [76]. Fuzzy set theory
is a better means for modeling imprecision arising from mental phenomena which are neither random nor stochastic.
Human beings are heavily involved in the process of decision analysis. A rational approach toward decision making
should take into account human subjectivity, rather than employing only objective probability measures. This attitude,
towards imprecision of human behavior led to study of a new decision analysis filed fuzzy decision making [77]. 

 Fuzzy Numbers: A fuzzy number  is a convex normalized fuzzy set  of the real line R such that [78]:
It exists such that one  with 
(x  is called mean value of )0

 is piecewise continuous.
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It is possible to use different fuzzy numbers according to the situation. Generally in practice triangular and
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are used [79]. In applications it is often convenient to work with triangular fuzzy numbers
(TFNs) because of their computational simplicity and they are useful in promoting representation and information
processing in a fuzzy environment. In this study TFNs in the FAHP are adopted.

Triangular fuzzy numbers can be expressed as (l,m,u). The parameters l,m and u respectively, indicate the smallest
possible value, the most promising value and the largest possible value that describe a fuzzy event. A triangular fuzzy
number  is shown in Fig.1 [44]. There are various operations on triangular fuzzy numbers. But here, three important
operations used in this study are illustrated. If we define, two positive triangular fuzzy numbers (l1, m1, u1) and (l2, m2,
u2) then:

Fig. 1: Triangular fuzzy number, 

Methodology of FAHP:
At the base of calculations the matrices must be compatible; in fact CI must be less than 0.1 or:
With the maximal eigenvalue , a consistency index (CI) [80]can then be determined by max

In the above said Equation, if CI = 0, the evaluation for the pair-wise comparison matrix is implied to be completely
consistent. Notably, the closer of the maximal eigenvalue is to n the more consistent the evaluation is. Generally, a
consistency ratio (CR) [80] can be used as a guidance to check for consistency. 

where RI denotes the average random index with the value obtained by different orders of the pair-wise comparison
matrices. If the value of CR is below than the threshold of 0.1, then the evaluation of the importance degrees of customer
requirements is considered to be reasonable. 

Table 2: The relationship between RI and n (Saaty,1980)
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.48 1.56 1.57 1.59 1.6

In this study the extent FAHP is utilized, which was originally introduced by Chang [40];
Let X = {x1, x2, x3,. . . , xn} an object set and G = {g1, g2, g3,. . . , gn} be a goal set. According to the method of

Chang’s extent analysis, each object is taken and extent analysis for each goal is performed respectively. Therefore, m
extent analysis values for each object can be obtained, with the following signs:
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where  all are TFNs. The steps of Chang’s extent analysis [40] can be given as in the following:
At first group AHP ought to be employed: [80]

Perform the fuzzy addition operation of m extent analysis values for a particular matrix, then perform the fuzzy edition
operation of m extent analysis values for a particular matrix and after it compute the inverse of the vector.

The degree of possibility is defined as:

Chang [40] illustrates Eq. (1) where d is the ordinate of the highest intersection point D between .
Assume that:

Then the weight factor is given by:

Via normalization, the normalized weight vectors are:

Fig. 2: The intersection between M1 and M2
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Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process Application (case satudy)

First of all it is necessary to introduce the fuzzy comparison measures

Linguistic Terms Membership Function (Triangular Fuzzy Numbers)
Perfect (8,9,10)
Absolute (7,8,9)
Very Good (6,7,8)
Fairly Good (5,6,7)
Good (4,5,6)
Preferable (3,4,5)
Not Bad (2,3,4)
Weak Advantage (1,2,3)
No Difference (1,1,2)
Equal (1,1,1)

linguistic terms and Membership function and importance scale

Membership Degree [µ (x)]

After the introduction of the importance scale and membership degree, the hierarchy tree will be defined according
to the research model.

First of all for each sort of comparison pairwise matrices (CSF01 to CSF04, CSF05 to CSF08, CSF09 to CSF18; and
CSF 19 to CSF 29), it is refered to five professional experts and the geometric average of their matrices has been applied.
In this paper the calculation procedure has been illustrated through the following tables and processes:
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Final comparison pairwise matrix (CSF01-CSF04) according to Geometric Average and Group FAHP (5 Experts)

CSF01 CSF02 CSF03 CSF04
CSF01 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.189207 1.565085 2.990698 1.189207 1.910886 2.621805 1.638073 2.514867 3.499636
CSF02 0.334370 0.638943 0.840896 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.189207 2.059767 3.130169 2.213364 2.432299 4.426728
CSF03 0.381417 0.523318 0.840896 0.319472 0.485492 0.840896 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.795271 1.316074 2.114743
CSF04 0.285744 0.397635 0.610474 0.225901 0.411134 0.451801 0.472871 0.759836 1.257433 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

The related calculations of S and Vvalues are as follows:

S01 0.181584556 0.367642073 0.710416325
S02 0.171465688 0.322424489 0.660230847
S03 0.090354848 0.17485274 0.336974917
S04 0.071834604 0.135080698 0.233222159

V(S01>=S02) 1 V(S02>=S01) 0.913684477 V(S03>=S01) 0.446293576 V(S04>=S01) 0.181695245
V(S01>=S03) 1 V(S02>=S03) 1 V(S03>=S02) 0.528646712 V(S04>=S02) 0.247918132
V(S01>=S04) 1 V(S02>=S04) 1 V(S03>=S04) 1 V(S04>=S03) 0.782237282

At last, the normalized weights according to V values for CSF01 to CSF04 indicates in the following table:

Factor Normalized Weight Rank
CSF01 0.393441596 1
CSF02 0.359481479 2
CSF03 0.175590457 3
CSF04 0.071486467 4

Final comparison pairwise matrix (CSF05-CSF08) according to Geometric Average and Group FAHP (5 Experts)

CSF08 CSF07 CSF05 CSF06
CSF08 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.420448 0.660633 1.057371 0.987877 1.316074 1.702432 0.467138 0.594604 0.982900
CSF07 0.945742 1.513700 2.378414 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.565085 1.800103 2.939556 0.746842 1.106682 1.861210
CSF05 0.587395 0.759836 1.012272 0.340187 0.555524 0.638943 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.310202 0.531830 0.866025
CSF06 1.017398 1.681793 2.140695 0.537285 0.903602 1.338971 1.154701 1.880302 3.223710 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

The S and V values are calculated as follows:

S08 0.119103772 0.206378291 0.362583708
S07 0.176355745 0.313238073 0.625305273
S05 0.092690652 0.164532887 0.268896061
S06 0.153645374 0.315850749 0.588929662

V(S08>=S07) 0.635400034 V(S07>=S08) 1 V(S05>=S08) 0.781643146 V(S06>=S08) 1
V(S08>=S05) 1 V(S07>=S05) 1 V(S05>=S07) 0.383593955 V(S06>=S07) 1
V(S08>=S06) 0.656191118 V(S07>=S06) 0.994491192 V(S05>=S06) 0.432349154 V(S06>=S05) 1

And the finial weighting process from CSF05 to CSF08 illustrates in the following table

Factor Normalized Weight Rank
CSF05 0.127292464 4
CSF06 0.331841685 1
CSF07 0.330013633 2
CSF08 0.210852218 3
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Expert 5: pairwise comparison matrix of 10*10 Factors

CSF16 CSF18 CSF14 CSF11 CSF09 CSF17 CSF15 CSF12 CSF10 CSF13
CSF16 (1,1,1) (7,8,9) (1,1,2) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (2,3,4) (4,5,6) (5,6,7) (5,6,7) (6,7,8)
CSF18 (1/9,1/8,1/7) (1,1,1) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1,1,2) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,1,2) (1/3,1/2,1)
CSF14 (1/2,1,1) (3,4,5) (1,1,1) (1,2,3) (6,7,8) (3,4,5) (3,4,5) (5,6,7) (6,7,8) (5,6,7)
CSF11 (1/6,1/5,1/4) (2,3,4) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,1,1) (5,6,7) (1,2,3) (1,2,3) (3,4,5) (5,6,7) (3,4,5)
CSF09 (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1/2,1,1) (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1,1,1) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,2,3) (1/3,1/2,1) (1/5,1/4,1/3)
CSF17 (1/4,1/3,1/2) (2,3,4) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/3,1/2,1) (2,3,4) (1,1,1) (1,1,2) (2,3,4) (4,5,6) (2,3,4)
CSF15 (1/6,1/5,1/4) (2,3,4) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,2,3) (1/2,1,1) (1,1,1) (1,2,3) (2,3,4) (1,2,3)
CSF12 (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1,2,3) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/3,1/2,1) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,1,1) (2,3,4) (1,2,3)
CSF10 (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/2,1,1) (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1,2,3) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1,1,1) (1/3,1/2,1)
CSF13 (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1,2,3) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (3,4,5) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/3,1/2,1) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,2,3) (1,1,1)

Final comparison pairwise matrix (CSF09-CSF18) according to Geometric Average and Group FAHP (5 Experts)

CSF16 CSF18 CSF14 CSF11 CSF09
CSF16 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.222680 1.390389 1.614054 0.977933 1.084472 1.358019 1.729900 1.905171 2.202637 1.319508 1.592645 1.888175
CSF18 0.619558 0.719223 0.817876 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.782178 0.835959 1.029186 1.116123 1.302005 1.578437 1.148698 1.265083 1.624505
CSF14 0.736367 0.922108 1.022565 0.971642 1.196231 1.278482 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.174619 1.472733 1.810294 1.231144 1.426944 1.761730
CSF11 0.454001 0.524887 0.578068 0.633538 0.768046 0.895958 0.552396 0.679010 0.851340 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.735452 0.867004 1.027566
CSF09 0.529612 0.627886 0.757858 0.615572 0.790462 0.870551 0.567624 0.700799 0.812252 0.973173 1.153397 1.359707 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
CSF17 0.688137 0.802742 0.923254 0.870551 1.196231 1.282089 0.610081 0.727744 0.817512 1.010592 1.245731 1.557500 0.960265 1.245731 1.472733
CSF15 0.555098 0.664026 0.812252 0.817512 0.954087 1.148698 0.637640 0.771802 0.895958 1.103054 1.265083 1.472733 0.719223 0.906574 1.055379
CSF12 0.419819 0.467252 0.542849 0.612303 0.720117 0.823171 0.434185 0.483241 0.555098 0.691503 0.817512 0.954087 0.464039 0.543090 0.616542
CSF10 0.379526 0.412234 0.456941 0.461781 0.539356 0.610081 0.366228 0.394241 0.430179 0.482246 0.555098 0.630957 0.473533 0.545069 0.621306
CSF13 0.469537 0.546607 0.608364 0.649372 0.812252 1.000000 0.536731 0.637640 0.771802 0.912444 1.162308 1.319508 0.741134 0.933033 1.052410

Table Continued
CSF17 CSF15 CSF12 CSF10 CSF13

CSF16 1.083125 1.245731 1.453198 1.231144 1.505966 1.801483 1.842134 2.140174 2.381978 2.188467 2.425805 2.634863 1.643752 1.829468 2.129757
CSF18 0.779977 0.835959 1.148698 0.870551 1.048122 1.223224 1.214814 1.388663 1.633177 1.639128 1.854061 2.165531 1.000000 1.231144 1.539948
CSF14 1.223224 1.374109 1.639128 1.116123 1.295668 1.568282 1.801483 2.069361 2.303164 2.324616 2.536517 2.730538 1.295668 1.568282 1.863130
CSF11 0.642055 0.802742 0.989519 0.679010 0.790462 0.906574 1.048122 1.223224 1.446126 1.584893 1.801483 2.073632 0.757858 0.860357 1.095958
CSF09  0.679010 0.802742 1.041380 0.947527 1.103054 1.390389 1.621948 1.841314 2.154991 1.609514 1.834630 2.111786 0.950200 1.071773 1.349283
CSF17 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.945575 1.116123 1.343786 1.581695 1.780389 1.989604 1.756774 1.930782 2.228734 1.203976 1.421764 1.624505
CSF15 0.744166 0.895958 1.057557 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.374109 1.614054 1.930782 2.027873 2.282617 2.504763 1.071773 1.282089 1.643752
CSF12 0.502613 0.561675 0.632233 0.517925 0.619558 0.727744 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.148698 1.335141 1.691726 0.558941 0.671059 0.827197
CSF10 0.448685 0.517925 0.569225 0.399239 0.438094 0.493128 0.591112 0.748984 0.870551 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.489737 0.567624 0.711685
CSF13 0.615572 0.703352 0.830581 0.608364 0.779977 0.933033 1.208901 1.490182 1.789097 1.405116 1.761730 2.041912 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

Now it is time to calculate the related S and V values:

S16 0.112302774 0.147114704 0.194087007
S18 0.080220735 0.104772204 0.144645052
S14 0.101546576 0.135635002 0.178457886
S11 0.063786216 0.085031921 0.114205281
S09 0.074882327 0.09971473 0.135054465
S17 0.083822167 0.113780041 0.149681491
S15 0.079269715 0.106196553 0.142135872
S12 0.050083816 0.065879689 0.087988498
S10 0.04016222 0.052190033 0.067211395
S13 0.064258232 0.089685125 0.119271491

V(S16>=S18) 1 V(S18>=S16) 0.433050472 V(S14>=S16) 0.852132038 V(S09>=S16) 0.029733515
V(S16>=S14) 1 V(S18>=S14) 0.582716788 V(S14>=S18) 1 V(S09>=S18) 0.632566851
V(S16>=S11) 1 V(S18>=S11) 1 V(S14>=S11) 1 V(S09>=S14) 0.200100342
V(S16>=S09) 1 V(S18>=S09) 1 V(S14>=S09) 1 V(S09>=S11) 0.728125148
V(S16>=S17) 1 V(S18>=S17) 0.871004673 V(S14>=S17) 1 V(S09>=S17) 0.513825134
V(S16>=S15) 1 V(S18>=S15) 0.978677314 V(S14>=S15) 1 V(S09>=S15) 0.622735163
V(S16>=S12) 1 V(S18>=S12) 1 V(S14>=S12) 1 V(S09>=S12) 1
V(S16>=S10) 1 V(S18>=S10) 1 V(S14>=S10) 1 V(S09>=S10) 1
V(S16>=S13) 1 V(S18>=S13) 1 V(S14>=S13) 1 V(S09>=S13) 0.914776883
MINIMUM 1 MINIMUM 0.433050472 MINIMUM 0.852132038 MINIMUM 0.029733515
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Table Continued
V(S17>=S16) 0.324321476 V(S15>=S16) 0.421661792 V(S10>=S16) 0 V(S13>=S16) 0
V(S17>=S18) 0.915555642 V(S15>=S18) 1 V(S10>=S18) 0.166474858 V(S13>=S18) 0
V(S17>=S14) 0.482626769 V(S15>=S14) 0.57961735 V(S10>=S14) 0 V(S13>=S14) 0
V(S17>=S11) 1 V(S15>=S11) 1 V(S10>=S11) 0.558241342 V(S13>=S11) 0.094443227
V(S17>=S09) 0.784596845 V(S15>=S09) 1 V(S10>=S09) 0.279203941 V(S13>=S09) 0
V(S17>=S15) 0.895902043 V(S15>=S17) 0.884919407 V(S10>=S17) 0.080019147 V(S13>=S17) 0
V(S17>=S12) 1 V(S15>=S12) 1 V(S10>=S15) 0.177804994 V(S13>=S15) 0
V(S17>=S10) 1 V(S15>=S10) 1 V(S10>=S12) 1 V(S13>=S12) 0.555779229
V(S17>=S13) 1 V(S15>=S13) 1 V(S10>=S13) 0.499209334 V(S13>=S10) 0.07301088
MINIMUM 0.324321476 MINIMUM 0.421661792 MINIMUM 0 MINIMUM 0

The normalized weights of the above said factors from CSF09 to CSF18 has been shown in the following table:
Factor Normalized Weight Rank
CSF09 0.087708815 6
CSF10 0 N.A
CSF11 0.008041069 8
CSF12 0 N.A
CSF13 0.02926483 7
CSF14 0.230448788 2
CSF15 0.114033324 5
CSF16 0.270437887 1
CSF17 0.142952032 3
CSF18 0.117113255 4

Expert 3: pairwise comparison matrix of 11*11 Factors
CSF24 CSF26 CSF22 CSF21 CSF23 CSF28 CSF29 CSF19 CSF20 CSF25 CSF27

CSF24 (1,1,1) (3,4,5) (1,1,2) (1,1,2) (4,5,6) (1,1,2) (3,4,5) (4,5,6) (3,4,5) (5,6,7) (6,7,8)
CSF26 (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1,1,1) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/3,1/2,1) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (2,3,4) (3,4,5) (1,2,3) (5,6,7) (2,3,4)
CSF22 (1/2,1,1) (3,4,5) (1,1,1) (1/3,1/2,1) (2,3,4) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (5,6,7) (5,6,7) (5,6,7)
CSF21 (1/2,1,1) (3,4,5) (1,2,3) (1,1,1) (1,1,2) (1/3,1/2,1) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (2,3,4) (3,4,5) (3,4,5)
CSF23 (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1,2,3) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/2,1,1) (1,1,1) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (5,6,7) (5,6,7) (6,7,8) (5,6,7) (5,6,7)
CSF28 (1/2,1,1) (3,4,5) (2,3,4) (1,2,3) (3,4,5) (1,1,1) (7,8,9) (3,4,5) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (6,7,8)
CSF29 (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/9,1/8,1/7) (1,1,1) (1,2,3) (1,1,2) (2,3,4) (4,5,6)
CSF19 (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,1,1) (1,2,3) (1,1,2) (1,2,3)
CSF20 (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1/3,1/2,1) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1/2,1,1) (1/3,1/2,1) (1,1,1) (2,3,4) (3,4,5)
CSF25 (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (1,2,3) (1/2,1,1) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1,1,1) (2,3,4)
CSF27 (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/7,1/6,1/5) (1/9,1/8,1/7) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/3,1/2,1) (1/5,1/4,1/3) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1,1,1)

Final comparison pairwise matrix (CSF19-CSF29) according to Geometric Average and Group FAHP (5 Experts)
CSF24 CSF26 CSF22 CSF21 CSF23

CSF24 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.505423 1.673328 1.932020 1.105032 1.286665 1.603337 1.669048 1.818685 2.072128 1.560186 1.742614 1.973042
CSF26 0.517593 0.597611 0.664265 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.544606 0.589295 0.695840 1.016713 1.120626 1.370351 0.789301 0.974186 1.160526
CSF22 0.623699 0.777203 0.904952 1.437111 1.696943 1.836189 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.535651 1.736159 1.976669 1.441870 1.597398 1.742614
CSF21 0.482596 0.549848 0.599144 0.729740 0.892358 0.983562 0.505902 0.575984 0.651190 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.849687 0.890721 1.065041
CSF23 0.506832 0.573851 0.640949 0.861678 1.026498 1.266945 0.573851 0.626018 0.693544 0.938931 1.122686 1.176904 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
CSF28 0.547414 0.647118 0.761596 0.777203 0.979919 1.020493 0.615020 0.703331 0.832624 0.974186 1.225138 1.385103 0.881591 1.050220 1.232847
CSF29 0.529949 0.607599 0.749077 0.721968 0.904952 1.146523 0.505902 0.580028 0.636481 0.841587 0.933060 1.047534 0.627623 0.758225 0.896325
CSF19 0.453124 0.495742 0.555767 0.570494 0.677878 0.797797 0.465131 0.514357 0.591915 0.781777 0.881591 1.000000 0.627623 0.753484 0.873187
CSF20 0.492842 0.549848 0.636481 0.797797 0.938931 1.134313 0.547414 0.636481 0.811131 0.914693 1.014112 1.150320 0.777203 0.860064 0.958172
CSF25 0.470138 0.522574 0.607599 0.679616 0.797797 0.920076 0.533283 0.623699 0.715086 0.979919 1.146523 1.313032 0.750997 0.827753 0.910277
CSF27 0.436101 0.475880 0.533283 0.575984 0.675367 0.806386 0.542196 0.640226 0.696627 0.910277 1.010765 1.157558 0.599144 0.695840 0.761596

Table Continued
CSF28 CSF29 CSF19 CSF20 CSF25 CSF27

CSF24 1.313032 1.545313 1.826770 1.334977 1.645822 1.886973 1.799315 2.017176 2.206901 1.571140 1.818685 2.029046 1.645822 1.913603 2.127035 1.875175 2.101370 2.293047
CSF26 0.979919 1.020493 1.286665 0.872202 1.105032 1.385103 1.253451 1.475192 1.752868 0.881591 1.065041 1.253451 1.086867 1.253451 1.471418 1.240101 1.480676 1.736159
CSF22 1.201022 1.421805 1.625964 1.571140 1.724054 1.976669 1.689433 1.944176 2.149932 1.232847 1.571140 1.826770 1.398433 1.603337 1.875175 1.435489 1.561948 1.844351
CSF21 0.721968 0.816234 1.026498 0.954623 1.071742 1.188231 1.000000 1.134313 1.279138 0.869323 0.986084 1.093262 0.761596 0.872202 1.020493 0.863888 0.989350 1.098567
CSF23 0.811131 0.952181 1.134313 1.115667 1.318869 1.593312 1.145229 1.327167 1.593312 1.043654 1.162704 1.286665 1.098567 1.208089 1.331562 1.313032 1.437111 1.669048
CSF28 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.977412 1.134313 1.437111 1.134313 1.300516 1.586261 0.828939 0.958172 1.153270 1.105032 1.265515 1.505423 1.421805 1.526668 1.829387
CSF19 0.695840 0.881591 1.023110 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.313032 1.630133 1.875175 0.881591 0.963811 1.253451 1.240101 1.390253 1.673328 1.514281 1.814033 2.043292
CSF19 0.630413 0.768926 0.881591 0.533283 0.613447 0.761596 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.703331 0.872202 1.076506 0.734034 0.811131 1.000000 1.134313 1.300516 1.612771
CSF20 0.867100 1.043654 1.206361 0.797797 1.037548 1.134313 0.928931 1.146523 1.421805 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.253451 1.475192 1.300516 1.635531 1.886973
CSF25 0.664265 0.790192 0.904952 0.597611 0.719294 0.806386 1.000000 1.232847 1.362334 0.677878 0.797797 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.191278 1.297190 1.483872
CSF27 0.546631 0.655021 0.703331 0.489406 0.551258 0.660379 0.620051 0.768926 0.881591 0.529949 0.611422 0.768926 0.673913 0.770897 0.839435 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
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According to the following matrix the S and V values are calculated as follows:

S24 0.110845756 0.143807254 0.185503754
S26 0.068908926 0.090495909 0.121984883
S22 0.09857999 0.128862766 0.166103478
S21 0.059143289 0.07575541 0.097444535
S23 0.070439919 0.091065862 0.118530817
S28 0.069454195 0.091342691 0.121696819
S29 0.066807839 0.08880773 0.118156647
S19 0.051659805 0.067314714 0.089882871
S20 0.063778835 0.086115369 0.113470548
S25 0.057828125 0.07557593 0.097608239
S27 0.046855755 0.060856366 0.078000002

The final step for the above said 11*11 matrix is the normalized weights according to the V values output and it is
brought in the following table:
Factor Normalized Weight Rank
CSF19 0 N.A
CSF20 0.017986906 7
CSF21 0 N.A
CSF22 0.325342834 2
CSF23 0.052567734 5
CSF24 0.413332018 1
CSF25 0 N.A
CSF26 0.07143715 3
CSF27 0 N.A
CSF28 0.070837044 4
CSF29 0.048496314 6
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In the final analysis of Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy process the overall ranks of the critical success factors is as follows:
Factor FAHP Weight FAHP Rank
CSF24 0.413332018 1
CSF01 0.393441596 2
CSF02 0.359481479 3
CSF06 0.331841685 4
CSF07 0.330013633 5
CSF22 0.325342834 6
CSF16 0.270437887 7
CSF14 0.230448788 8
CSF08 0.210852218 9
CSF03 0.175590457 10
CSF17 0.142952032 11
CSF05 0.127292464 12
CSF18 0.117113255 13
CSF15 0.114033324 14
CSF09 0.087708815 15
CSF04 0.071486467 16
CSF26 0.07143715 17
CSF28 0.070837044 18
CSF23 0.052567734 19
CSF29 0.048496314 20
CSF13 0.02926483 21
CSF20 0.017986906 22
CSF11 0.008041069 23
CSF27 0 N.A
CSF25 0 N.A
CSF21 0 N.A
CSF19 0 N.A
CSF12 0 N.A
CSF10 0 N.A

****
Research Methodology: After analysing literature review and fundemental concepts in the field of this study, the results
were as follows that is a suitable framework for successful CRM system implementation.

The research approach to CRM systems and an ultimate model can be summerized as follows. Figure 2 shows the
general overview of this study in obtaining the research approach.

Fig. 2: The survay approach for achieving to expected model

Critical Success Factors Framework for CRM Implementation Process: As mentioned previously, there are numerous
studies in the field of CRM critical success factors. But there are different approachs for each of these studies depending
on nature of the organization.
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Among these studies, there are not enough studies investigating the process veiw of CRM critical success factor.
So this study investigated operational and process view of CRM critical success factors.

Considering CRM value chain [81], studies in the field of CRM critical success factors [17-21] and the definition of
critical success factor [82] as well as a model of CRM implementation process CSF are proposed. 

Definition of Process steps used in this study are:
Pre-Implementation Step: The primary step of user recognition process and prerequisite actions for CRM implementation
in organizatiions.

Imlementation Step: CRM Analysis, design and implementation Process; A level of CRM implementation process and
customer focus that can be used and applied in the organization

Post-Implementation Step: Continuous monitoring and evaluation of operational implementation process, customer
satisfaction level evaluation, information and knowledge application based on conducted evaluation for CRM
implementation process improvement

Fig. Process map of CRM implementation process

Customers in this survey can be devided into two categories named internal and external customers. Internal
customers are those customers whose collaboration is an imporant factor in CRM implementation process success.
Project managers, software implementation team, analysts, middle and top managers are assumed as internal customers.

External users are the end users and business partners of the organization whose relationship with the organization
is based on online communications. The focus of this study is on external users specially end users of the organization.

The other process step being considered in this study is a step expanded in the whole of CRM implementation
process named “whole implementation step”. This step can be repeated all over these three steps. 

Senior Manager Support All over the Project: Financial and non-financial support of project managers during the
project implementation accompanied with customer view of this person must be considered to ensure successful
execution of CRM implementation process. 

Operational Manager Support for Project Execution: decision making capabilities improvement and Ad hoc decisions
minimization are some results of this manager’s support in the organization.

Cost, time and risk maangement 
And Electronic commerce and IT application in CRM projects are some considered CSF’s in this step of CRM
implementation Process.

Pre-Implementation Process: Accoding to the extracted critical success factors, the readiness process for CRM
implementation can be divided into three categories: strategic readiness, interorganizational readiness and technological
readiness.
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Strategic Readiness: The existance of a clear CRM strategy, Forecasting and formulating interorganizational regulations
and vision, mission, value statement, competitive advantages, custemer segmentation determination, preparation of a
realistic plan for CRM strategy the implementation and planning in all three aspects of CRM (namely analytical,
operational and collaborative) considering CRM project risks and so risk management and planning must be considered
based on strategic view.

Interorganizational Readiness: Organizational culture change, employees understanding improvement of customer
orientation and as a result, employees intention in process change and their collaboration and finally increase in
employee’s CRM adoption rate.

Technological Readiness of an Organization: This step involves the selection or construction of a suitable CRM
software with customization capability based on organizational needs and work routines.

Implementation Process: This phase involves the analyse of CRM implementation requirements and finally design of
modified needs and their implementation. 
Integration of Different Informational Channels: Coordination of units’ components(physical and virtual) in data
entrace and all other comprehensive CRM activities in this field.

Use of Technological Solutions and Electronic Busunesses: Paperless information flow, customer involvement in CRM
process, customers data entry permission, tracking and information accessability for all customers up to reciving the
ordered products or service and capabilities facilitating information exchange with CRM process shareholders are some
other factors can be considered in this step.

Change Management and CRM-Oriented Business Process Reengineering: This factor involves analysing some critical
success factors of business processes related to customers directly or indirectly. 

Identification of users and target customers based on interviews with different users and target customers of the
organization, benchmarking and use of best practices, considering marketing processes(such as customer relationship
management, customer purchase habits realization and their needs), sales(CRM strategy impact on sales channel and
after sale services process), service(interact with customers for providing qualitative services to customers) and
customers involvement(direct/indirect involvement of customers in customer lifecycle analyse and finding managable
solutions by CRM solution) and finally design and implementation of the obtained solutions for these systems.

Organizing business processes based on customers, main and supporting processes needed for mission fullfilment
of CRM activities in parallel and reducing delays and increasing interactions between units as well leads to reducing the
majority of parallel works, reworks, unreasonably inspections, licences and confirmations, maximum process
simplification, complex process elimination, similar process integration with high functional similarity and define
confirmation procedures in which there are no rework, waiting or uncertainty.

Post-Implementation Process: After technological and process-oriented CRM implementation and preparation of
organizational state of play, this plan should be executed in the organization. Execution of this plan needs preparation
of the framework and eventually an exact evaluation and supervision must be done.

Factors that should be considered in this context are:
end-users and staff training process
Announce the CRM strategy to all users and staffs

Attract Commitment and Acceptance of Employees and End Users: Prevention of people resistance against changes and
using the motivational strategies

Customer Information Management and Extract Reusable Knowledge along CRM project: These kinds of information
can be extracted through virtual communities, the experiences of experts, knowledge repositories, Help Desk information
share, FAQ’s and interaction with customers.
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Continiuously Monitoring Activities Compliance with Predetermined Organizational Goals: Monitoring the
implementation of CRM projects and providing feedback to eliminate CRM project defects and disadvantages, CRM
project evaluation and continuous improvement of its processes and ultimately develop organizational performance
metrics for CRM. These activities should be done through establishment of “Steering Committees” monitor and holding
several meetings regarding CRM acivities evaluation and improvement.

Personalization: The possibility of customer profile creation and finally the application of this information in
understanding their interests, changing the organizations behaviour based on collected data, cross selling and up-selling
process execution, continiuous and interaction and long-term relationship with customers and lifecycle management of
these customers are some factors should be considered in personalization subfactors.

Economic Data Analysis (ROI, Development Time, Customer Satisfaction): Applying information technology tools such
as simulation.
According to explained factors, the final model of this survay could be illustrated as followd:

Fig. 4: The proposed model of CRM critical success Factors

Data Analysis: Using descriptive statistical method to analyze population data and non-parametric methods,
sampling,qualitative statistics and “Binomial Test” for model validity and the Friedman method besides MADM
technique to answer the questions and factors prioritization, the proposed model of this paper has been analysed.

As mentioned previously, this paper’s study questions are:
Which factors are important in the success of CRM implementation process?
What is the priority of these factors?
Which factor is a critical one in current situation of Iranian companies based on experts’ point of view?
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The subject of the study is experts and specialists in the field of CRM, so a questionaire was prepared and sent to
available population(approximately 160 people). The 55% of responses rate equal to 88 people among available
population, were answered to the distributed questionaires.

Statistical population includes customer orientation specialists, executives and experts, CRM software solutions
vendors, students or graduates in the areas related to CRM having enough expertise in the field of this study.

Data gathering in this study includes library study and field investigation as well as essays, books, journals and
internet used in subjective fundamentals and study literature.

Questionnaires and field investigation are used to gather practical data and measurement of validity and reliability
of the proposed model.

For the measurement of reliability, Cronbach alpha method with SPSS 16.0 software is used. Subsequently, a primary
sample including 88 questionnaires are used.

For the measurement of questionaire validity, the context validity [83] is used. In this method, quality and quantity
of questions are examined by experts. 

The bionomial test result shows that the proposed CSFs are suitable factors for CRM implementation process.

Application of Friedman Test in Critical Success Factors Prioritization: Non-parametric tests have features that
distinguish them from parametric tests. These tests are generally used to examine such hypotheses with qualitative
variables. Unlike parametric tests, these tests do not require any certain assumption about the shape of population
distribution.

These tests are useful to examine hypotheses with small samples. The Friedman test is used to examine equality of
priority (ranking) of many dependent variables by individuals. In this study, this test is used to examine the degree of
importance of each of these variables [83]. 

Identification and Prioritizing Key Success Factors: In total, 29 critical success factors are identified in relation with
the literature and experts inputs which are used as a basis for developing the questionnaire. The Friedman test is used
to prioritize these factors.

Statistical hypotheses to use Friedman test are:
H0. Priority of critical success factors is equal.
H1. At least two priorities are different.

Results of Friedman test using SPSS are as depicted in Table I, since sig. < 0.05, H0 is rejected and so the claim of
equal priority of these 29 factors is not supported.

Table 1: Friedman test
N 88
Chi-Square 311.646
df 28
Asymp. Sig. .000

Table II Shows that the most important critical success factors are senior management support, end user and staff
training, continuous improvement of customer driven processes and organizational culture change. This prioritized listing
is highlighted in Table II.

Table 2: Prioritization of proposed critical successfactors using friedman test
Friedman Test Ranks

Variable Mean Rank
CSF-01 Senior manager support all over the project 18.6
CSF-19 end-users and staff training process 18.05
CSF-24 continuous improvement of CRM processes 17.65
CSF-07 organizational culture change and improve employees understanding of customer orientation 17.57
CSF-14 customer feedback system 17.23
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Table 2:Continued
Friedman Test Ranks

Variable Mean Rank
CSF-05 prepare the strategic prerequisits of the organization 17.15
CSF-28 continuous and interaction and long term relationship with customers and lifecycle management of these customers 17.02
CSF-02 Operational manager support of project execution 17.01
CSF-22 customer Information Management and extract reusable knowledge along CRM project 16.39
CSF-03 Risk, Time and expense management 16.32
CSF-04 Electronic commerce and IT application in CRM projects 16.12
CSF-25 the possibility of customer profile creation 16.02
CSF-09 Integration of different informational channels and coordination of physical and virtual units in data entrance 15.93
CSF-06 preparation of a realistic plan for CRM strategy implementation and planning in all three aspects of CRM 15.88
CSF-16 Identification of users and target customers 15.62
CSF-23 continuously monitoring activities compliance with predetermined organizational goals 15.47
CSF-26 changing the organizations behaviour based on collected data 15.23
CSF-13 tracking and information access capabilities by all customers 14.58
CSF-29 Economic Data Analysis (ROI, development time, customer satisfaction) 14.46
CSF-17 analysing some critical success factors of business processes related to customers directly or indirectly 14.14
CSF-15 Change management and CRM oriented Business process reengineering 14.06
CSF-27 cross selling and up selling process execution 13.94
CSF-18 Organizing business processse based on their customers 13.23
CSF-21 Attract commitment and acceptance of employees and end users 12.55
CSF-08 selection or construction of a suitable CRM software 12.5
CSF-11 Personalization 11.88
CSF-10 paperless information flow 11.05
CSF-20 Announce the CRM strategy to all users and staffs 10.78
CSF-12 customer involvement in CRM process and let data entry being done by customers 8.56

Fig. 7: Critical success Factors Prioritization based on friedman test
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